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Fashionista Takes Love of Shoes From A Digital Platform To the Mall And

Now, A Shoe Magazine Empire!

Velicia Hill reveals key lessons from the rise of her success and proud to announce

the magazine will make its national debut on newsstands and at bookstores this fall

(Atlanta, GA - 6/4/21 ) The Chocolate Princess, LLC. - The ONLY magazine created for shoe lovers,

Ms. Heel Magazine is the first of its kind. Named after its fashionable founder, former model, author,

President of The Chocolate Princess, LLC. and recent Emmy-Award winner, Ms. Velicia Hill, the magazine

is quickly becoming a beloved must-read for shoe fanatics! Ms. Heel is proud to announce a distribution

deal with CMG (Comag Marketing Group) of Smyrna, Georgia. They will handle distributing Ms. Heel

Magazine across the U.S. and Canada. Starting this fall you can pick up Ms. Heel Magazine at bookstores

in major cities around the country!

Photo Left: Ripped from the Pages of Ms. Heel, Ms. Hill in

heels.

“When men were gentle and women were dames, Ms.

Heel gives you throwback pin-up girl sex appeal. With

Velicia as Editor-In-Chief, Betty Boop, and Jessica Rabbit

as her spirit animals, readers get the rockin’ vibes of

Rolling Stone mag and the interesting editorials of The

New Yorker. Every month, I look forward to taking off

my flip-flops for Ms. Heel!” - Dana Michelle
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As a creative writer, Ms. Hill goes there! In the most avant-garde style, “proper” standards of writing and

typical styles of conveying are sometimes rejected by Velicia and her team of writers.  In ways that will

have you clenching your pearls and laughing out loud - this ain’t your mama’s Ladies Home Journal. Ms.

Heel Magazine addresses pop culture and celebrates what’s next in shoe fashion, all the while speaking

truths that everyone is thinking but is afraid to say out loud. “Ms. Heel, did you just say that? Yep!”

From fashionistas to style mavens,  you can find Ms. Heel Magazine in the hands of shoe lovers such as

Sew Sketchy and Swarovski Crystals. Social Media Expert, Caitlin Ni. Chatam (@cnc_social) said,

“OMG! Reading Ms. Heel Magazine is like a fun night out with the girls!” Ms. Heel is the embodiment of

every woman on Sex & The City, including the unseen characters of the designer shoes, the men, and the

cocktails; Ms. Heel has engaging articles that inspire readers to get what they want - both in the

boardroom and the bedroom.  With on-trend fashion editorials and unexpected deep dives into women’s

health,  from shopaholic confessions to retail therapy, we challenge you to find another magazine that

compares to it!

A step up, Ms. Heel is irreverent, feisty, & fun! Monthly “Feetures” include:

● The Elements of a Bad Bitch

● Buy Velicia!

● Heel Repair

● Nurse Blu Health Reports

● Heel Horoscopes

● Capitol Heel

Due to demand, the vision of the company has gone from shoe store

to digital mag to paper copy in less than a year. By incorporating

uniquely original and engaging content, the long-term goal is to

continue expanding its audience to smaller cities in the U.S. and to

major countries globally.



President of High on Love, a personal pleasure company, Angela Mustone (@highonlove.official) said, “I

went through Ms. Heel magazine, and I’m in love. Shoes and accessories, what more can a woman

want? Absolutely brilliant!”

For additional inquiries: www.msheel.com

About Ms. Heel Magazine

Available online, by subscription and on newsstands, Ms. Heel Magazine is the ONLY

fashion magazine all about shoes and accessories. Meeting its readers at every budget level -

from the stylish mindset of couture clothing to the “Tarjay'' shopper, the magazine is high

on heels and not at all flat on designer handbags and accessories. Ms. Heel mixes vintage,

fast fashion, and designer accessories with chick chat that has its readers chuckling and

saying, “Did they just say that?” Inspired by Jet, Vogue, People, InStyle, and Playboy, Ms.

Heel is a light read with an enlightened soulfulness as in O! The Oprah Magazine. A fun

read for all ages, it's clever-tongued, thought-provoking, and sexy...calling all shoe lovers!
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